Summary

Creator: Expo '67 (Montreal, Quebec)

Title: Expo '67 records, 1967

Size: 3.78 linear feet (9 boxes)

Source: Unknown

Abstract: The 1967 International and Universal Exposition or Expo '67, as it was commonly known, was the general exhibition, Category One World’s Fair held in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, from April 27 to October 29, 1967. The collection contains press releases, publicity photographs with captions and an official manual, which was distributed to news agencies.

Access:
Collection is open to the public. Library policy on photocopying and photography will apply. Advance notice may be required.

Copyright information: For permission to publish, contact the Curator, Billy Rose Theatre Division.

Preferred citation: Expo '67 records, Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York Public Library.

Processing note: The collection is so small that no series were necessary. An alphabetical list was deemed the most appropriate.

Creator history
The 1967 International and Universal Exposition or Expo '67, as it was commonly known, was the general exhibition, Category One World’s Fair held in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, from April 27 to October 29, 1967.

Expo '67 is considered to be the most successful World’s Fair of the 20th century, with the highest attendance of any fair up to that time. Participating in the fair were 62 different nations. The admission ticket was referred to as a passport with daily admission a passport card, weekly admission a passport folder and admission for the season (April through October) a special passport folder with room for the participants photograph.
Guide to the Expo '67 records

Source:
EXPO '67 Information Manual

Scope and content note
The collection contains material used in the promotion and development of Expo '67. It consists of press releases and photographs with captions about individuals and groups who participated in Expo '67, as well as an official information manual distributed to news agencies.

Arrangement
Collection is arranged alphabetically by name, title, or subject.
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Expo '67 (Montreal, Quebec)
Container list

b.1 f.1  Action Time, 1967
b.1 f.2  Americas vs. Europe: Track and Field Event, 1967
b.1 f.3  APA Repertory Company, 1967
b.1 f.4  The Australian Ballet, 1967
b.1 f.5  Austria at Expo ‘67, 1967
b.1 f.6  Bailey, Pearl, 1967
b.1 f.7  Ballet of the 20th Century with Maurice Bejart, 1967 (Photographs)
b.1 f.8  Ballet at the World Festival, 1967
b.1 f.9  Benny, Jack, 1967

Bolshoi Opera
b.1 f.10  People and Operas, 1967
b.1 f.11-12  Photographs, undated
b.1 f.13  Press Releases, 1967
b.1 f.14  Programs, 1967
b.1 f.15  Bristol Old Vic Company, 1967
b.2 f.1-2  British Pavilion, 1967
b.2 f.3  Cameri Theatre of Israel, 1967
b.2 f.4  Canadian Armed Forces Tattoo, 1967
b.2 f.5  Canadian Opera Company, 1967
b.2 f.6  Canadian Table Tennis Tournament, 1967
b.2 f.7  Channing, Carol in Hello Dolly, 1967
b.2 f.8  Chevalier, Maurice, 1967
b.2 f.9  Collegium Musicum, 1967
b.2 f.10  Czechoslovakia Pavilion, 1967
b.2 f.11  Danzi Woodwind Quintet, 1967
b.2 f.12  Dietrich, Marlene, 1967
b.2 f.13  Don Messer’s Jubilee Show, 1967
b.2 f.14  Ellington, Duke and Sarah Vaughan, 1967
b.2 f.15  English Opera Group, 1967
b.3 f.1  Erick Hawkins Dance Company, 1967
b.3 f.2  Expo ‘67 After One Hundred Days, 1967
b.3 f.3-5  Expo ‘67 Information Manual, 1967
b.3 f.6  Expo ‘67 Miscellaneous, 1967
b.3 f.7  Film at Expo ‘67, 1967
b.4 f.1-2  Film Festival, 1967
b.4 f.3  Fine Arts and Photography Exhibitions, 1967
b.4 f.4  Food at Expo ‘67, 1967
b.4 f.5  De la Gendarmerie Francaise, 1967
b.4 f.6  Habitat ‘67, 1967
b.4  f.7  Hamburg State Opera, 1967
b.4  f.8  Heartbeat of Africa, 1967
b.4  f.9  Hellzapoppin ’67, 1967
b.4  f.10 Holiday Theatre, 1967
b.4  f.11-12 How To Be A Jewish Mother, 1967
b.5  f.1  Indian Music and Dance, 1967
b.5  f.2  Japanese Folk Dance and Music Troupe, 1967
b.5  f.3  Jones, Jack, 1967
b.5  f.4  Kabuki Theatre of Japan, 1967
b.5  f.5  Labyrinth, 1967
b.5  f.6  La Comedie de Saint-Etienne, 1967
b.5  f.7  Lado, 1967
b.5  f.8  The Land of Smiles, 1967
b.5  f.9  La Ronde—Amusement Area, 1967
b.5  f.10  La Scala, 1967
b.5  f.11  Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, 1967
b.5  f.12  Log Expo, 1967
b.5  f.13  The Magic Box, 1967
b.5  f.14  Manitoba Theatre Centre, 1967
b.5  f.15  Meditheatre (Man and His Health Pavilion), 1967
b.5  f.16  Montreal Symphony Opera, 1967
b.5  f.17  Mormon Tabernacle Choir, 1967
b.5  f.18  National Ballet of Canada, 1967
b.5  f.19  National Dance Theatre of Jamaica, 1967
b.5  f.20  National Day, 1967
b.5  f.21  National Folklore Troupe of Tunisia, 1967
b.5  f.22  National Pavilions, 1967
b.6  f.1  Nobel Prize Winners, 1967
b.6  f.2  National Theatre of Belgium, 1967
b.6  f.3  National Theatre of Great Britain, 1967
b.6  f.4  National Theatre of Greece, 1967
b.6  f.5  Neptune Theatre of Halifax, 1967
b.6  f.6  New York City Ballet, 1967
b.6  f.7  Ommegang, 1967
b.6  f.8  One Hundred Years of Musical Comedy, 1967
b.6  f.9  Opera at the World Festival, 1967
b.6  f.10-12  Orchestras, 1967
  b.6  f.13  Paris Opera Ballet, 1967
  b.7  f.1  Photonews, 1967
  b.7  f.2  Pop Goes Australia, 1967
  b.7  f.3  Popular Stars of Prague, 1967
  b.7  f.4  Press Credentials, 1967
  b.7  f.5  Press Previews, 1967
  b.7  f.6-9  Press Releases, 1967
  b.7  f.10  Presti and Lagoya, 1967
  b.7  f.11  Private Pavilions, 1967
  b.7  f.12  Ringling Brothers Circus, 1967
  b.7  f.13  Royal Ballet Company (Great Britain), 1967
  b.7  f.14  Semaine de la Chanson, 1967
  b.8  f.1  Services to the Public, 1967
  b.8  f.2  Seymour Kravitz and Company Records, 1967
  b.8  f.3  Slides with Captions, 1967
  b.8  f.4  Soloists, 1967
  b.8  f.5  Stratford Canada Shakespeare Festival, 1967
  b.8  f.6  Swedish Royal Opera, 1967
  b.8  f.7  Swiss Folklore Gala, 1967
  b.8  f.8  Theatre de France with Renaud and Barraut, 1967
  b.8  f.9  Theatre Du Nouveau Monde, 1967
  b.8  f.10  Theatre Models, 1967 (architecture)
  b.8  f.11  Theme Pavilions, 1967
  b.8  f.12  Tickets, 1967
  b.8  f.13  Titles and Forms of Address for Heads of State, 1967
  b.8  f.14  Transportation at Expo ’67, 1967
  b.8  f.15  Trio (Istomin, Stern and Rose), 1967
    Vienna Philharmonic and State Opera
  b.9  f.1  People, 1967
  b.9  f.2  Photos and Captions, 1967
  b.9  f.3  Productions, 1967
  b.9  f.4  Programs, 1967
  b.9  f.5  Vive La Canadienne, 1967
  b.9  f.6  United States at Expo ’67, 1967
  b.9  f.7  USSR Pavilion, 1967
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b.9  f.8  Visitors Services, 1967
b.9  f.9  Women’s Interest, 1967
b.9  f.10  World’s Drama at the World Festival, 1967
          World Festival
b.9  f.12  Directory, 1967 Apr 18
b.9  f.13  Photograph Layouts, 1967
b.9  f.14  Programs, 1967
b.9  f.15  Sports and Entertainment, 1967
b.9  f.16  World Horse Spectacular, 1967